Case Study

Avanti West Coast
How Avanti West Coast saved
32.2% on brand spend and grew
revenue on generics by 13%

Overview
UK train operator Avanti West Coast leveraged Adthena’s Lone
Ranger report to identify significant savings opportunities on
brand terms. By reallocating that spend to terms identified by
Adthena’s Head-to-Head Competitor report, Avanti West Coast
increased both revenue and market share.

32.2%

savings each month

13%

revenue growth
on generics

Main Challenges

Solution

One of the many travel companies impacted by the
global pandemic was UK mainline train operator
Avanti West Coast. They needed to find ways to
increase efficiency during a challenging time while
continuing to grow market share.

The Lone Ranger report from Adthena shows when a brand is the sole bidder for
a brand term. If they also hold the top organic spot for that term, there’s no reason
to continue bidding. Brands can do two things with those savings: reduce their overall
marketing spend or reinvest it elsewhere.

Efficiency isn’t just a business issue for Avanti West Coast,
it’s a compliance issue. The Secretary of State for Transport
in the UK has a scorecard to evaluate franchise agreements
for national train operators. One factor that they use as
part of their scorecard is by evaluating if a train operator
is acting as a good and efficient operator.
Avanti West Coast leveraged Adthena’s Lone Rangers
and Head-to-Head Competitor reports to surface
efficiencies and opportunities for growth.

Using the report, Avanti West Coast identified a number of high-volume Lone Rangers,
and they were able to stop spending on those terms without relinquishing market share
to competitors. What’s more, Adthena set alerts to monitor if competitors did start
appearing on those brand search terms so Avanti West Coast would know immediately
to reenter the auction.
Next, Avanti West Coast wanted to strategically reinvest the savings into generic
search terms that would take market share from rivals. They identified key terms using
the Adthena Head-to-Head Competitor report and added them to their paid search
campaigns. They also identified candidate terms for specific routes and used negative
keywords in campaigns where they didn’t have routes.
Maintaining a flexible bidding strategy enabled the company to be more aggressive
on specific search terms where they were trying to increase market share.
As a result, Avanti West Coast saved an average of 32.2% each month and increased
overall revenue by 13%.

+538.6%

increase in non-branded click share

+29%

more revenue for organic search

“Adthena helped us identify real spend efficiencies. Through their
Lone Rangers, we’re able to stop spending on brand terms and
reinvest that budget to areas that are more conducive to acquiring
new customers.”

Alison Yarrow
Digital and Media Manager

See how we can help you reach,
acquire and retain customers
Define your universe
Make informed, strategic decisions with your
very own machine-learned Whole Market View
Strategic intelligence
Gain unrivalled competitive clarity to optimize your
digital marketing strategies and maximize revenue
Capture every move
Stay ahead of your rivals with Smart Monitor, an
automated AI threat and opportunity-detecting technology
Maximize brand engagement
Engage with your customers by turning competitive
gaps and market changes into opportunities
Empower your teams
Leverage our team of experts, delivering bespoke reports
through customized Solution Services

Learn about our technology today.

Maximize your search performance by leveraging
AI to dominate your competitive landscape.
Learn more about Adthena today.
Request a demo
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